Radial Basis Functions With Adaptive Input and Composite Trend Representation for Portfolio Selection.
We propose a set of novel radial basis functions with adaptive input and composite trend representation (AICTR) for portfolio selection (PS). Trend representation of asset price is one of the main information to be exploited in PS. However, most state-of-the-art trend representation-based systems exploit only one kind of trend information and lack effective mechanisms to construct a composite trend representation. The proposed system exploits a set of RBFs with multiple trend representations, which improves the effectiveness and robustness in price prediction. Moreover, the input of the RBFs automatically switches to the best trend representation according to the recent investing performance of different price predictions. We also propose a novel objective to combine these RBFs and select the portfolio. Extensive experiments on six benchmark data sets (including a new challenging data set that we propose) from different real-world stock markets indicate that the proposed RBFs effectively combine different trend representations and AICTR achieves state-of-the-art investing performance and risk control. Besides, AICTR withstands the reasonable transaction costs and runs fast; hence, it is applicable to real-world financial environments.